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Introduction 
 

 

The following short book discusses the Declaration of the Holy Prophet 

Ibrahim, peace be upon him. This discussion is based on Chapter 26 

Ash Shu’ara, Verses 69-89 of the Holy Quran:  

 

 

“And recite to them the news of Abraham. When he said to his father 

and his people, "What do you worship?" They said, "We worship idols 

and remain to them devoted." He said, "Do they hear you when you 

supplicate? Or do they benefit you, or do they harm? They said, "But we 

found our fathers doing thus." He said, "Then do you see what you have 

been worshipping. You and your ancient forefathers? Indeed, they are 

enemies to me, except the Lord of the worlds. Who created me, and He 

[it is who] guides me. And it is He who feeds me and gives me drink. 

And when I am ill, it is He who cures me. And Who will cause me to die 

and then bring me to life. And Who I aspire that He will forgive me my 

faults on the Day of Recompense. My Lord, grant me wisdom and join 

me with the righteous. And grant me a mention [i.e., reputation] of honor 

among later generations. And place me among the inheritors of the 

Garden of Pleasure. And forgive my father. Indeed, he has been of 

those astray. And do not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] 

resurrected. The Day when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or 

children. But only one who comes to Allah with a sound heart."” 

 

 

Implementing the lessons discussed will aid a Muslim to Achieve Noble 

Character. According to the Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2003, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has advised that the heaviest thing in the Scales of Judgment Day will 

be Noble Character. It is one of qualities of the Holy Prophet 



Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which Allah, the Exalted, 

complimented in Chapter 68 Al Qalam, Verse 4 of the Holy Quran: 

 

 

“And indeed, you are of a great moral character.” 

 

 

Therefore, it is a duty on all Muslims to gain and act on the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to Achieve Noble Character. 

 



The Declaration of the Prophet Ibrahim (PBUH) 

Chapter 26 – Ash Shu’ara, Verses 69-77 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

“And recite to them the news of Abraham. 

When he said to his father and his people, "What do you worship?" 

They said, "We worship idols and remain to them devoted." 

He said, "Do they hear you when you supplicate? 

Or do they benefit you, or do they harm? 

They said, "But we found our fathers doing thus." 

He said, "Then do you see what you have been worshipping. 

You and your ancient forefathers? 

Indeed, they are enemies to me, except the Lord of the worlds.”” 



“And recite to them the news of Abraham.” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2645, that when Allah, the 

Exalted, desires to give someone good He provides them with Islamic 

knowledge.  

 

 

There is no doubt that every Muslim irrespective of the strength of their 

faith desires good in both worlds. Even though many Muslims incorrectly 

believe that this good which they desire lies in fame, wealth, authority, 

companionship and their career this Hadith makes it crystal clear that true 

lasting good lies in gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge. It is important 

to note a branch of religious knowledge is useful worldly knowledge 

whereby one earns lawful provision in order to fulfil their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents. Even though the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has pointed out where 

good lies yet it is a shame how many Muslims do not place much value in 

this. They in most cases only strive to obtain the bare minimum of Islamic 

knowledge in order to fulfil their obligatory duties and fail to acquire and act 

on more such as the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Instead they dedicate their efforts on worldly things 

believing true good is found there. Many Muslims fail to appreciate that the 

righteous predecessors had to journey for weeks on end just to learn a 

single verse or Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, whereas today one can study Islamic teachings 

without leaving their home. Yet, many fail to make use of this blessing 

given to the modern day Muslims. Out of His infinite mercy Allah, the 

Exalted, through his Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, has not only pointed out where true good lies but He has also 



placed this good at one's finger tips. Allah, the Exalted, has informed 

mankind of where an eternal buried treasure is located which can solve all 

the problems they may encounter in both worlds. But Muslims will only 

obtain this good once they struggle to acquire and act on it.  

 

 



“And recite to them the news of Abraham. When he said to his father 

and his people, "What do you worship?" They said, "We worship idols 

and remain to them devoted." He said, "Do they hear you when you 

supplicate? Or do they benefit you, or do they harm?”” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, put forward a logical 

argument. An idol which is created by a person cannot be a God. In fact, 

the person who created it has a higher status than it. If one claims the spirit 

of their God enters the idol after its manufacture then this would mean their 

God is completely dependent on people to create a body for it. A true God 

is not dependent on another in fact, everyone else is dependent on it. In 

addition, the fact that an idol does not possess any senses proves that it 

cannot benefit itself or others. Therefore, it is not worthy of being 

worshipped as the very purpose of worship is to gain benefit from the one 

being worshipped. 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, indicated 

the infinite and absolute power and authority of Allah, the Exalted, in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2516. This Hadith advises that 

the entire creation cannot benefit a person if Allah, the Exalted, did not 

desire them to do so. Similarly, the entire creation together could not harm 

someone if Allah, the Exalted, did not desire them to. This means only what 

Allah, the Exalted, decides happens within the universe. It is important to 

note, that this advice does not indicate one should abandon using means, 

such as medicine, but it means that one can use the means as they have 

been created by none other than Allah, the Exalted, but they must 

understand that Allah, the Exalted, is the only One who decides the 

outcome of all things. For example, they are many sick people who take 

medicine and recover from their illness. But they are others who take 



medicine and do not recover. This indicates that another factor decides the 

end result namely, the will of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, 

verse 51: 

 

 

“Say, "Never will we be struck except by what Allah has decreed for us…” 

 

 

The one who understands this knows that anything that affected them 

could not have been avoided. And those things which missed them could 

never have been obtained. 

 

 

It is important to note, that whatever the end result even if it is against a 

person's desire they should remain patient and truly believe Allah, the 

Exalted, has chosen the best for them even if they do not observe the 

wisdom behind the outcome. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

When one truly understands this truth they stop relying on the creation 

knowing they cannot innately harm or benefit them. Instead, they turn to 

Allah, the Exalted, seeking His support and protection through sincere 

obedience by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and 



by facing destiny with patience. This leads a Muslim to trusting in Allah, the 

Exalted. It also encourages one to only fear Allah, the Exalted, as they 

know the creation cannot harm them without the will of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

Recognising that all things which occur within one’s life and the universe 

originate from Allah, the Exalted, is a part of understanding the Oneness of 

Allah, the Exalted. This is a topic which has no end and goes beyond only 

superficially believing that there is none worthy of worship except Allah, the 

Exalted. When this is fixed in one's heart then they only hope in Allah, the 

Exalted, knowing He is the only One who can help them. They will only 

submit and obey Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their life. In reality, a 

person only obeys another in order to receive protection from harm or gain 

some benefit. Only Allah, the Exalted, can grant this therefore only He 

deserves to be obeyed and worshipped. If anyone chooses the obedience 

of another over the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, this shows they believe 

that this other can bring them some sort of benefit or protect them from 

harm. This is a sign of the weakness of their faith. The source of all things 

which occur is Allah, the Exalted, so Muslims should only obey Him. 

Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 2: 

 

 

“Whatever Allah grants to people of mercy - none can withhold it; and 

whatever He withholds - none can release it thereafter…” 

 

 

It is important to note, that obeying a person which encourages the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in reality is obeying Allah, the Exalted. For 

example, obeying the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 80: 



 

 

“He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah…” 

 

 



“And recite to them the news of Abraham. When he said to his father 

and his people, "What do you worship?" They said, "We worship idols 

and remain to them devoted…But we found our fathers doing thus." 

He said, "Then do you see what you have been worshipping. You and 

your ancient forefathers?”” 

 

 

Blind imitation of one’s forefathers is a major reason why people reject the 

truth. A person should utilize their common sense and choose a way of life 

based on evidence and clear signs and not blindly imitate others like cattle. 

Behaving in this manner leads to deviation. 

 

 

Muslims should not follow and adopt the customary practices of non-

Muslims. The more Muslims do this the less they will follow the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. This is quite evident in this day and age as 

many Muslims have adopted the cultural practices of other nations which 

has caused them to become distant from the teachings of Islam. For 

example, one only needs to observe the modern Muslim wedding to 

observe how many non-Muslim cultural practices have been adopted by 

Muslims. What makes this worse is that many Muslims cannot differentiate 

between Islamic practices based on the Holy Quran and traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and the 

cultural practices of non-Muslims. Because of this non-Muslims cannot 

differentiate between them either which has caused great problems for 

Islam. For example, honour killings is a cultural practice which has nothing 

to do with Islam yet because of the ignorance of Muslims and their habit of 

adopting non-Muslim cultural practices Islam is blamed every time an 

honour killing occurs in society. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, removed the social barriers in the form of casts and 



brotherhoods in order to unite people yet ignorant Muslims have 

resurrected them by adopting the cultural practices of non-Muslims. Simply 

put, the more cultural practices Muslims adopt the less they will act on the 

Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. 

 



“And recite to them the news of Abraham. When he said to his father 

and his people, "What do you worship?" They said, "We worship idols 

and remain to them devoted…But we found our fathers doing thus." 

He said, "Then do you see what you have been worshipping. You and 

your ancient forefathers?”” 

 

 

Blind imitation of one’s forefathers is a major reason why people reject the 

truth. A person should utilize their common sense and choose a way of life 

based on evidence and clear signs and not blindly imitate others like cattle. 

Behaving in this manner leads to deviation. 

 

 

The elders of a family, especially parents, often use a statement which they 

believe indicates their right guidance namely, elders know best. To be 

honest this statement was true in the day of the righteous predecessors as 

the elders at that time used to strive in gaining and acting on beneficial 

knowledge. They put aside their own opinions and thinking and instead 

adopted the advice of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Because of their sincere 

efforts they were granted right guidance by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 29 

Al Ankabut, verse 69: 

 

 

“And those who strive for Us - We will surely guide them to Our ways…” 

 

 



Therefore, this statement applied to them and the youngsters in those days 

benefited if they acted on the advice of these elders. But unfortunately 

times have changed. In this day and age the majority of elders do not seek 

nor act on beneficial knowledge instead the vast majority act on their 

cultural practices which in most cases do not have a foundation in Islamic 

teachings. They flee from beneficial knowledge and are very content with 

these teachings based on made up cultural practices. Because of this 

ignorance elders are now sometimes right and sometimes wrong. 

Therefore, the statement elders know best no longer applies.  

 

 

It is important to note this does not mean a Muslim should ignore or 

disrespect their elders as this completely contradicts the teachings of Islam. 

They should instead strive to gain correct beneficial knowledge, hear the 

advice of others, including their elders, and then make a choice which is 

indicated by Islam in all their matters even if it contradicts the opinions of 

others. A Muslim should not blindly follow their elders as this in most cases 

will lead them away from the teachings of Islam. Chapter 6 Al An’am, verse 

116: 

 

 

“And if you obey most of those upon the earth, they will mislead you from 

the way of Allah. They follow not except assumption, and they are not but 

misjudging.” 

 

 

This is possible to do while maintaining respect for others especially one's 

elders. If Muslims do this then perhaps a day will come when this statement 

will once again be true. 



“And recite to them the news of Abraham. When he said to his father 

and his people, "What do you worship?" They said, "We worship idols 

and remain to them devoted…But we found our fathers doing thus." 

He said, "Then do you see what you have been worshipping. You and 

your ancient forefathers?”” 

 

 

Blind imitation of one’s forefathers is a major reason why people reject the 

truth. A person should utilize their common sense and choose a way of life 

based on evidence and clear signs and not blindly imitate others like cattle. 

Blind imitation is even disliked within Islam. 

 

 

A Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4049, indicates the importance 

of not blindly imitating others in accepting Islam, such as one's family, 

without gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge so that one surpasses 

blind imitation and obeys Allah, the Exalted, while truly recognising his 

Lordship and their own servanthood. This is in fact the purpose of mankind. 

Chapter 51 Adh Dhariyat, verse 56: 

 

 

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.” 

 

 

How can one truly worship someone they do not even recognize? Blind 

imitation is acceptable for children but adults must follow in the footsteps of 

the righteous predecessors by truly understanding the purpose of their 

creation through knowledge. Ignorance is the very reason why the Muslims 



who fulfil their obligatory duties still feel disconnected from Allah, the 

Exalted. This recognition aids a Muslim to behave as a true servant of 

Allah, the Exalted, throughout the day not just during the five daily 

obligatory prayers. Only through this will Muslims fulfil true servanthood to 

Allah, the Exalted. And this is the weapon which overcomes all difficulties a 

Muslim faces during their life. If they do not possess this they will face 

difficulties without gaining reward. In fact, it will only lead to more difficulties 

in both worlds. Performing the obligatory duties through blind imitation may 

fulfil the obligation but it will not safely guide one through every difficulty in 

order to reach the proximity of Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. In fact, in 

most cases blind imitation will lead to one eventually abandoning their 

obligatory duties. This Muslim will only fulfil their duties in times of difficulty 

and turn away from them in times of ease or vice versa. 

 

 

 

 



“Indeed, they are enemies to me, except the Lord of the worlds.” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, declared his submission to 

Allah, the Exalted, for all to hear. 

 

 

True submission involves sincerity. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim 

number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

Sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted, includes fulfilling all the duties given by 

Him in the form of commands and prohibitions, solely for His pleasure. As 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1, all will be judged 

by their intention. So if one is not sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, when 

performing good deeds they will gain no reward in this world or in the next. 

In fact, according to a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154, 

those who performed insincere deeds will be told on Judgement Day to 

seek their reward from those who they acted for, which will not be possible. 

Chapter 98 Al Bayyinah, verse 5. 

 

 

"And they were not commanded except to worship Allah, [being] sincere to 

Him in religion....." 

 

 



If one is lax in fulfilling their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, it proves a 

lack of sincerity. Therefore, they should sincerely repent and struggle to 

fulfil them all. It is important to bear in mind Allah, the Exalted, never 

burdens one with duties they cannot perform or handle. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 286. 

 

 

"Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity...." 

 

 

Being sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, means that one should always 

choose His pleasure over the pleasure of themself and others. A Muslim 

should always give priority to those actions which are for the sake of Allah, 

the Exalted, over all else. One should love others and dislike their sins for 

the sake of Allah, the Exalted, and not for the sake of their own desires. 

When they help others or refuse to take part in sins it should be for the 

sake of Allah, the Exalted. The one who adopts this mentality has perfected 

their faith. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, 

number 4681. 



“Indeed, they are enemies to me, except the Lord of the worlds.” 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, declared his submission to 

Allah, the Exalted, for all to hear. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 159, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, gave a short but far 

reaching piece of advice. He advised people to sincerely declare their belief 

in Allah, the Exalted, and then remain steadfast on it. 

 

  

Remaining steadfast on one’s faith means that they must strive in the 

sincere obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their life. It 

consists of fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, which relate to 

Him, such as the obligatory fasts and those which relate to people, such as 

treating others kindly. It includes refraining from all the prohibitions of Islam 

which are between a person and Allah, the Exalted, and those involving 

others. A Muslim must also face destiny with patience truly believing Allah, 

the Exalted, chooses what is best for His servants. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 



 

Steadfastness can include refraining from both types of polytheism. The 

major type is when one worships something other than Allah, the Exalted. 

The minor type is when one shows off their good deeds to others. This has 

been warned in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 3989. 

Therefore, an aspect of steadfastness is to always act for the sake of Allah, 

the Exalted. 

 

 

It includes obeying Allah, the Exalted, at all times instead of obeying and 

pleasing oneself or others. If a Muslim disobeys Allah, the Exalted, by 

pleasing themself or others they should know neither their desires nor 

people will protect them from Allah, the Exalted. On the other hand, the one 

who is sincerely obedient to Allah, the Exalted, will be protected from all 

things by Him even if this protection is not apparent to them.  

 

 

Remaining steadfast on one’s faith includes following the path set out by 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, and not adopting a path which deviates from 

this. The one who strives to adopt this path will not need anything else as 

this is enough to keep them steadfast on their faith. 

 

 

As people are not perfect they will undoubtedly make mistakes and commit 

sins. So being steadfast in matters of faith does not mean one has to be 

perfect but it means they must strive to adhere strictly to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, as outlined earlier, and to sincerely repent if they commit 

a sin. This has been indicated in chapter 41 Fussilat, verse 6: 



 

 

“…so take a straight course to Him and seek His forgiveness…” 

 

 

This is further supported by a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

1987, which advises to fear Allah, the Exalted, and to erase a (minor) sin 

which has occurred by performing a righteous deed. In another Hadith 

found in Imam Malik's Muwatta, book 2, Hadith number 37, the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised Muslims 

to try their best to remain steadfast on the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

even though they will not be able to do it perfectly. Therefore, a Muslim’s 

duty is to fulfil the potential they have been given through their intention 

and physical actions in the steadfast obedience of Allah, the Exalted. They 

have not been commanded to achieve perfection as this is not possible.  

 

 

It is important to note, that one cannot remain steadfast in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, through their physical actions without purifying their 

heart first. As indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 

3984, the limbs of the body will only act in a pure way if the spiritual heart is 

pure. Purity of heart is only achieved by gaining and acting on the 

teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  

 

 

Steadfast obedience requires one to control their tongue as it expresses 

the heart. Without controlling the tongue steadfast obedience to Allah, the 



Exalted, is not possible. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2407. 

 

 

Finally, if any deficiency in the steadfast obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

occurs one must make sincere repentance to Allah, the Exalted, and seek 

the forgiveness of people if it involves their rights. Chapter 46 Al Ahqaf, 

verse 13: 

 

 

“Indeed, those who have said, "Our Lord is Allah," and then remained on a 

right course - there will be no fear concerning them, nor will they grieve.” 



“Indeed, they are enemies to me, except the Lord of the worlds.” 

 

 

Generally speaking, Islam teaches Muslims that they should never 

compromise on their faith in order to gain something from the material 

world. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 135: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm in justice, 

witnesses for Allah, even if it be against yourselves or parents and 

relatives...” 

 

 

As the material world is temporary whatever one gains from it will 

eventually fade away and they will be held accountable for their actions and 

attitude in the hereafter. On the other hand, faith is the precious jewel 

which guides a Muslim through all difficulties in this world and in the 

hereafter safely. Therefore, it is plain foolishness to compromise the thing 

which is more beneficial and lasting for the sake of a temporary thing.  

 

 

Many people especially women, will encounter moments in their lives 

where they will have to choose whether to compromise on their faith. For 

example, in some cases a Muslim woman may believe that if she removed 

her scarf and dressed a certain way she would be more respected at work 

and may even climb the corporate ladder more quickly. Similarly, in the 

corporate world it is considered important to mingle with colleagues after 



work hours. So a Muslim might find themself being invited to a pub or club 

after work.  

 

 

In times like this it is important to remember that ultimate victory and 

success will only be granted to those who remain steadfast on the 

teachings of Islam. Those who act in this way will be granted worldly and 

religious success. But more importantly their worldly success will not 

become a burden for them. In fact, it will become a means for Allah, the 

Exalted, to increase their rank and remembrance amongst mankind. 

Examples of this are the rightly guided Caliphs of Islam. They did not 

compromise on their faith and instead remained steadfast throughout their 

lives and in return Allah, the Exalted, granted them a worldly and religious 

empire. 

 

 

All other forms of success are very temporal and sooner or later they 

become a difficulty for its bearer. One only needs to observe the many 

celebrities who compromised on their ideals and belief in order to obtain 

fame and fortune only for these things to become a cause of their sadness, 

anxiety, depression, substance abuse and even suicide.  

 

 

Reflect on these two paths for a moment and then decide which one should 

be preferred and chosen.  



Chapter 26 – Ash Shu’ara, Verses 78-82 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] [Allah] Who created me, and 

He [it is who] guides me. 

And it is He who feeds me and gives me drink. 

And when I am ill, it is He who cures me. 

And Who will cause me to die and then bring me to life. 



And Who I aspire that He will forgive me my faults on the Day of 

Recompense." 

 

 

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] [Allah] Who created 

me…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is Al Khaliq, which means the Creator, Al Baari which 

means the Maker and Al Musawwir which means the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator is the One who brings something into existence. In reality, 

there is no Creator except Allah, the Exalted, as He is the only One who 

creates without any aid from another. On other hand, an inventor only 

invents things through the aid of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 37 As Saffat, 

verse 96: 

 

 

“While Allah created you and that which you do?" 

 

 

The Maker is the One who arranges all of the creation and prepares them 

for receiving the forms He has chosen for them which is linked to the next 

divine name mentioned earlier namely, the Fashioner.  

 

 

The Creator makes things manifest. The Maker chooses their shape, 

appearance, and time of creation. The Fashioner fashions the creation 

according to His divine will.  



 

 

After understanding these divine names a Muslim must trust Allah, the 

Exalted, in all situations. If Allah, the Exalted, created and manages the 

entire universe He is more than capable in sorting out a person's problems. 

In addition, these names indicate that Allah, the Exalted, is the One who 

creates and chooses all things. So a Muslim should not challenge the 

choice of Allah, the Exalted, as this leads to nothing except disappointment. 

It is therefore better to submit obediently and patiently await relief knowing 

that Allah, the Exalted, only decrees the best for His servants even if this 

wisdom is not obvious to them. As a Muslim is short sighted it is better to 

trust in the Creator whose wisdom has no limits. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.”  

 

 
 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said]…and He [it is who] 

guides me.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who guides His servants to what is beneficial 

for them in both worlds and guides them away from anything which harms 

them. Chapter 91 Ash Shams, verse 8: 

 

 

“And inspired it [with discernment of] its wickedness and its righteousness.” 

 

 

The Muslim who understands this divine name will seek guidance in worldly 

and religious matters from none other than Allah, the Exalted, through the 

teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Whoever seeks guidance 

from anything else will not find lasting success.  

 

 

A Muslim should act on this divine name by guiding others towards the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, and what is beneficial to them in both 

worldly and religious matters according to their knowledge. This will ensure 

they become a true believer meaning, the one who loves for others what 

they desire for themself.  This has been advised in a Hadith found in Jami 

At Tirmidhi, number 2515.  

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said]…and He [it is who] 

guides me.” 

 

 

This verse is connected to chapter 47 Muhammad, verse 7: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, if you support Allah, He will support you and 

plant firmly your feet.” 

 

 

This verse means that if one aids Islam then Allah, the Exalted, will help 

them in both worlds. It is strange how countless people desire the help of 

Allah, the Exalted, yet do not fulfil the first part of this verse through the 

sincere obedience of Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience. The 

excuse most people give is that they do not have time to perform righteous 

deeds. They desire the help of Allah, the Exalted, yet will not make time to 

do the things which please Him. Does this make sense? Those who do not 

fulfil the obligatory duties and then expect the aid of Allah, the Exalted, in 

their moment of need are quite foolish. And those who do fulfil the 

obligatory duties yet refuse to go beyond them will find that the aid they 

receive is limited. How one behaves is how they are treated. The more time 

and energy dedicated to Allah, the Exalted, the more support they will 

receive. It really is that simple.  

 

 



A Muslim needs to understand that the majority of the obligatory duties, 

such as the five daily prayers, only takes a small amount of time in one's 

day. A Muslim cannot expect to barely dedicate an hour a day to offering 

the obligatory prayers and then neglect Allah, the Exalted, for the rest of 

the day and still expect His continuous support through all difficulties. A 

person would dislike a friend who treated them in such a manner. How then 

can one treat Allah, the Exalted, the Lord of the worlds, like this then?  

 

 

Some only dedicate extra time to pleasing Allah, the Exalted, when they 

encounter a worldly problem then demand Him to fix it as if they done 

Allah, the Exalted, a favour by performing voluntary good deeds. This 

foolish mentality clearly contradicts servanthood to Allah, the Exalted. It is 

amazing how this type of person finds time to do all their other leisurely 

activities, such as spending time with family and friends, watching TV and 

attending social functions yet finds no time to dedicate to pleasing Allah, 

the Exalted. They cannot seem to find time to recite and adopt the 

teachings of the Holy Quran. They do not seem to find time to study and 

act on the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him. These people somehow find wealth to spend on their 

unnecessary luxuries yet seem to find no wealth to donate in voluntary 

charity.  

 

 

It is important to understand that a Muslim will be treated according to how 

they behave. Meaning, if a Muslim dedicates extra time to please Allah, the 

Exalted, then they will find the support they need to journey through all 

difficulties safely. But if they fail to fulfil the obligatory duties or only fulfil 

them without dedicating any other time to pleasing Allah, the Exalted, then 

they will find a similar response from Allah, the Exalted. Put simply, the 



more one gives the more they shall receive. If one does not give much they 

should not expect much in return.  



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And it is He who feeds 

me and gives me drink.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the Creator and Allocator of provision to the entire 

creation which they need to preserve their physical and spiritual 

constitutions. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 

6748, the provision of the entire creation was allocated over fifty thousand 

years before the creation of the Heavens and the Earth.  

 

 

The one who understands this divine name will rely on Allah, the Exalted, 

to provide for them as He has planned for them before they were created. 

They will prove this reliance by striving to gain lawful provision as 

commanded by Allah, the Exalted, while refraining from anything which is 

unlawful and doubtful. 

 

  

It is important to note that as people require physical provision in the form 

of food and drink. Similarly, the soul of a Muslim requires provision also. 

This provision strengthens it and leads it to eternal bliss. This provision is in 

the form of sincere obedience to Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling 

His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience. The foundation of all this is gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge. Therefore, Muslims should strive to gain this important 

provision of the soul as well as provision for their physical body. Two 

elements should be remembered in this respect. Do not exert unlawful and 

unnecessary efforts in gaining one’s guaranteed provision. And do not 

misuse or waste the provision one gains. 



 

  

A Muslim, should act on this divine name by fulfilling their duty by providing 

for their dependents according to the teachings of Islam. This includes 

providing them with both physical and spiritual provision through education. 

A Muslim should also do the same for the needy according to their capacity 

without fearing poverty for themself. They should remember the Hadith 

found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4893, which advises that Allah, the 

Exalted, will fulfil the needs of the Muslim who takes care of the needs of 

others.  

 

 

 

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And when I am ill, it is He 

who cures me.” 

 

 

Even though it is a fact that nothing in creation occurs without the will and 

choice of Allah, the Exalted, which includes sickness and hardships, it is a 

sign of true servanthood not to attribute these things to Allah, the Exalted. 

The Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, attributed good things to 

Allah, the Exalted, yet attributed illness to himself even though illnesses 

only occur through the choice and will of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

This attitude is important to adopt as it makes one’s mentality positive 

rather than negative. The one who adopts a negative mentality will only 

ever observe and mention their problems instead of observing the 

countless blessings they still possess which leads to impatience and further 

difficulties. Whereas, the one who possesses a positive mind-set will only 

ever observe and mention the countless blessings they possess in all 

situations which leads to patience and true gratitude which is shown by the 

Holy Prophet Musa, peace be upon him, in this great event. It is important 

to firmly believe that the glass is half full not half empty. 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And when I am ill, it is He 

who cures me.” 

 

 

This declaration does not prohibit using means such as medicine. It is 

instead an acknowledgment that the source of healing is none other than 

Allah, the Exalted. In reality, using the means provided by Allah, the 

Exalted, is an aspect of trusting in Him. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2344, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that if people truly 

trusted Allah, the Exalted, He would provide for them just like He provides 

for birds. They leave their nests hungry in the morning and return in the 

evening satisfied.  

 

 

Truly trusting in Allah, the Exalted, is something which is felt in the heart 

but is proven through the limbs meaning, when one sincerely obeys Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and 

by facing destiny with patience. Chapter 65 At Talaq, verse 3: 

 

 

“…And whoever relies upon Allah - then He is sufficient for him…” 

 

 



The aspect of trust which is internal involves firmly believing that only Allah, 

the Exalted, can provide one with beneficial things and protect them from 

harmful things both in worldly and religious matters. A Muslim understands 

that no one except Allah, the Exalted, can give, withhold, harm or benefit 

someone.  

 

 

It is important to note, that truly trusting in Allah, the Exalted, does not 

mean one should abandon using the means which Allah, the Exalted, has 

provided, such as medicine. As the main Hadith under discussion clearly 

mentions that the birds leave their nests actively searching for provision. 

When one uses the strength and means provided by Allah, the Exalted, 

according to the teachings of Islam they are undoubtedly obeying Him. This 

is in fact, the outward element of trusting in Allah, the Exalted. This has 

been made clear in many verses and Hadiths. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 

71: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, take your precaution…” 

 

 

In reality, the outward activity is a tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, and trusting Allah, the Exalted, inwardly 

is the inward state of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him. One should not abandon the outward tradition even if they 

possess the inward state of trust.  

  

 



Actions and using the means provided by Allah, the Exalted, is an aspect of 

trusting Him. In this respect, actions can be split into three categories. The 

first are those actions of obedience which Allah, the Exalted, commands 

Muslims to do so that they can avoid Hell and obtain Paradise. Abandoning 

these while claiming trust that Allah, the Exalted, will forgive them is simply 

wishful thinking and is therefore blameworthy.  

 

 

The second type of actions are those means which Allah, the Exalted, has 

created in this world in order for people to live in it safely, such as eating 

when hungry, drinking when thirsty and wearing warm clothes in cold 

weather. A person who abandons these and causes harm to themself is 

blameworthy. However, there are some people who have been provided 

special strength by Allah, the Exalted, so that they can avoid these means 

without harming themselves. For example, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, used to fast for days on end 

uninterrupted but forbade others from doing the same as Allah, the Exalted, 

provided for him directly without the need for food. This is confirmed in a 

Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1922. The Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, prayed for the fourth rightly 

guided Caliph Ali Bin Abu Talib, may Allah be pleased with him, so that he 

would not feel excess cold or heat. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 117. Therefore, if a person turns away from 

these means but is provided with the strength to endure without failing in 

their duties to Allah, the Exalted, and people then it is acceptable otherwise 

it is blameworthy.  

 

 

The third type of actions in respect to trusting in Allah, the Exalted, are 

those things which have been set as a customary practice which Allah, the 

Exalted, sometimes breaks for certain people. An example of this are the 



people who become cured of illnesses without the need of medicine. This is 

quite common especially in poorer countries where medicine is difficult to 

obtain. This is linked to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 2144, 

which advises that no person will die until they utilize every ounce of their 

provision which was allocated to them, which according to another Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 6748, was over fifty thousand years before 

Allah, the Exalted, created the Heavens and the Earth. So the one who 

truly realises this Hadith might not seek provision actively knowing that 

what was allocated to them so long ago cannot miss them. So for this 

person the customary means of obtaining provision such as obtaining it 

through a job is broken by Allah, the Exalted. This is a high and rare rank. 

Only the one who can behave in such a manner without complaining or 

panicking nor expecting things from people is free of blame if they choose 

this path. It is important to note, that the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, has warned in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 1692, that it is a sin for a person to fail in providing for their 

dependents even though they may be on this high rank.  

 

 

Having real trust in Allah, the Exalted, leads to being content with destiny. 

Meaning, whatever Allah, the Exalted, chooses for them they accept 

without complaint and without desiring things to change as they firmly trust 

that Allah, the Exalted, only chooses the best for His servants. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 



To conclude, it is best to follow the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, by using the lawful means 

one has been granted firmly believing they are from Allah, the Exalted, and 

trust internally that only what Allah, the Exalted, decides will occur, which is 

undoubtedly the best choice for each person whether they observe this or 

not.  



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who will cause me 

to die…” 

 

 

Death is something which is certain to occur but the time is unknown so it 

therefore makes sense that a Muslim who believes in the hereafter 

prioritises preparing for it over preparing for things which might not occur, 

such as marriage, children or their retirement. It is strange how many 

Muslims have adopted the opposite mentality even though they testify that 

the world is temporary and uncertain whereas the hereafter is permanent 

and they are certain to reach it. No matter how one behaves they will be 

judged regarding their deeds. A Muslim should not be fooled into believing 

that they can and will prepare for the hereafter in the future as this attitude 

only causes them to delay further until their death occurs and they leave 

this world with regrets that will not aid them.  

 

 

So the important thing is not that people will die as this is unavoidable but 

the key is acting in such a way that one is fully prepared for it. The only way 

to prepare for it correctly is by acting on the teachings of Islam namely, 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. This is only possible when 

one prioritises preparing for the hereafter over preparing for things which 

might not occur.  

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who will cause me 

to die and then bring me to life.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, alone created and controls both life and death.  

 

 

The Muslim who understands this divine name will submit and sincerely 

obey Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience without fearing any of the 

creation while knowing nothing controls life or death except Allah, the 

Exalted. In addition, a Muslim who recognises this fact will understand that 

as Allah, the Exalted, chose the beginning and end of every creation He 

has also chosen everything that occurs in between. The choices of Allah, 

the Exalted, are unavoidable so one should not become impatient when 

facing them. Instead they should simply sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, 

in every situation so that they obtain reward with every passing moment. 

For example, they should demonstrate patience during times of difficulty 

and demonstrate true gratitude by using the blessings they possess 

correctly in times of ease. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 7500.  

 

 

A Muslim should act on this divine name by bringing their spiritual heart to 

life and cause death to their ego and negative characteristics by striving to 

remove them from themself through obtaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge.  

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who will cause me 

to die and then bring me to life. And who I aspire that He will 

forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense." 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, Muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 

sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying. 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who will cause me 

to die and then bring me to life. And who I aspire that He will 

forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense." 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A Muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 



 

 

A Muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 
 

 

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who will cause me 

to die and then bring me to life. And who I aspire that He will 

forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense." 

 

 

This indicates his great humility. 

 

 

A Muslim must understand that their righteous deeds are a blessing from 

Allah, the Exalted, as the inspiration, knowledge, strength and 

opportunity to perform them comes from Allah, the Exalted. Therefore, 

Muslims will only enter Paradise through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted. 

Understanding this fact prevents the deadly characteristic of pride. An 

atom’s worth of which is enough to take one to Hell. This has been 

warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 266. 

 

 

The servants of Allah, the Exalted, have understood that anything good 

they possess is solely because Allah, the Exalted, granted it to them. 

And any evil they are saved from is because Allah, the Exalted, 

protected them. Is it not foolish to be proud of something that does not 

belong to someone? Just like a person does not boast about a sports 

car which does not belong to them Muslims must realize nothing in 

reality belongs to them. This attitude ensures one remains humble at all 

times. The humble servants of Allah, the Exalted, fully believe in the 

Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, found in Sahih Bukhari, number 5673, which declares that the 

righteous deeds of a person will not take them to Paradise. Only the 

mercy of Allah, the Exalted, can cause this to occur. This is because 

every righteous deed is only possible when Allah, the Exalted, provides 

one with the knowledge, strength, opportunity and inspiration to perform 

it. Even the acceptance of the deed is dependent on the mercy of Allah, 



the Exalted. When one bares this in mind it saves them from pride and 

inspires them to adopt humility. One should always remember that being 

humble is not a sign of weakness as Islam has encouraged one to 

defend themself if necessary. In other words, Islam teaches Muslims to 

be humble without weakness. In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, has confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2029, that whoever humbles themself before 

Allah, the Exalted, will be raised by Him. So in reality, humility leads to 

honor in both worlds. One only needs to reflect on the most humble of 

the creation to understand this fact namely, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Allah, the Exalted, has 

clearly ordered people by ordering the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, to adopt this important quality. Chapter 26 

Ash Shu’ara, verse 215: 

 

 

“And lower your wing [i.e., show kindness] to those who follow you of the 

believers.”  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, led a 

humble life. For example, he happily carried out the domestic duties at 

home thereby proving these chores are gender-neutral. This is 

confirmed in Imam Bukhari’s, Adab Al Mufrad, number 538. 

 

  

Chapter 25 Al Furqan, verse 63, shows that humility is an inner 

characteristic that manifests outwards such as the way one walks. This 

is discussed in another verse chapter 31 Luqman, verse 18: 

 

 



“And do not turn your cheek [in contempt] toward people and do not walk 

through the earth exultantly…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has made it clear that Paradise is for the humble 

servants who possess no trace of pride. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 83: 

 

 

“That home of the Hereafter We assign to those who do not desire 

exaltedness upon the earth or corruption. And the [best] outcome is for 

the righteous.” 

 

 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1998, that 

whoever possesses an atom’s worth of pride will not enter Paradise. 

Only Allah, the Exalted, has the right to be proud as He is the Creator, 

Sustainer and Owner of the entire universe. 

 

 

It is important to note, pride is when one believes they are superior to 

others and rejects the truth when it is presented to them as they dislike 

accepting the truth when it comes from other than them. This is 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4092. 

  

 



“[Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] And who I aspire that He 

will forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense." 

 

 

One must understand the difference between hope in Allah, the Exalted, 

and wishful thinking. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2459, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, described the difference 

between true hope in the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, and wishful thinking. 

True hope is when one controls their soul by avoiding the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and actively struggles for preparing for the hereafter. 

Whereas, the foolish wishful thinker follows their desires and then expects 

Allah, the Exalted, to forgive them and fulfill their wishes. 

 

  

It is important for Muslims not to confuse these two attitudes so that they 

avoid living and dying as a wishful thinker as this person is highly unlikely 

to succeed in this world or the next. Wishful thinking is like a farmer who 

fails to prepare the land for planting, fails to plant seeds, fails to water the 

land and then expects to harvest a huge crop. This is plain foolishness and 

this farmer is highly unlikely to succeed. Whereas, true hope is like a 

farmer who prepares the land, plants seeds, waters the land and then 

hopes Allah, the Exalted, will bless them with a huge harvest. The key 

difference is that the one who possesses true hope will actively strive to 

obey Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the traditions 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. And 

whenever they   slip up they sincerely repent. Whereas, the wishful thinker 



will not actively strive in obeying Allah, the Exalted, and instead follow their 

desires and still expect Allah, the Exalted, to forgive them and fulfill their 

wishes.  

 

 

Muslims must therefore learn the key difference so that they can abandon 

wishful thinking and instead adopt true hope in Allah, the Exalted, which 

always leads to nothing except good and success in both worlds. This has 

been indicated in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 7405. 

 

 

A specific type of wishful thinking which affected the past nations and even 

the Muslim nation is when a person believes that they can ignore the 

commands and prohibitions of Allah, the Exalted, and somehow someone 

on the Day of Judgement will intercede for them and save them from Hell. 

Even though the intercession of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, is a fact and has been discussed in many Hadiths, 

such as the one found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4308, none the less 

even with his intercession some Muslims whose punishment will be 

reduced by it will still enter Hell. Even a single moment in Hell is truly 

unbearable. So one should abandon wishful thinking and instead adopt true 

hope by practically striving in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

The Devil convinces those who do not believe in Judgement Day that even 

if it occurs they will make peace with Allah, the Exalted, on that day by 

claiming that they were not so bad as they avoided major crimes such as 

murder. They have convinced themselves that their pleas will be accepted 

and they will be sent to Paradise even though they disbelieved in Allah, the 

Exalted, during their lives on Earth. This is incredibly foolish as Allah, the 



Exalted, will not treat the person who believed in Him and tried to obey him 

like the one who disbelieved in Him. A single verse has erased this type of 

wishful thinking. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, verse 85: 

 

 

“And whoever desires other than Islām as religion - never will it be 

accepted from him, and he, in the Hereafter, will be among the losers.”  

 



Chapter 26 – Ash Shu’ara, Verses 83-89 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord, grant me 

wisdom and join me with the righteous. 

And grant me a mention [i.e., reputation] of honor among later generations. 

And place me among the inheritors of the Garden of Pleasure. 

And forgive my father. Indeed, he has been of those astray. 

And do not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. 

The Day when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. 

But only one who comes to Allah with a sound heart." 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord, grant me 

wisdom…” 

 

 

Wisdom allows one to use their knowledge in the correct way so that they 

benefit themself and others in both worlds. 

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2645, that when Allah, the 

Exalted, desires to give someone good He provides them with Islamic 

knowledge.  

 

 

There is no doubt that every Muslim irrespective of the strength of their 

faith desires good in both worlds. Even though many Muslims incorrectly 

believe that this good which they desire lies in fame, wealth, authority, 

companionship and their career this Hadith makes it crystal clear that true 

lasting good lies in gaining and acting on Islamic knowledge. It is important 

to note a branch of religious knowledge is useful worldly knowledge 

whereby one earns lawful provision in order to fulfil their necessities and 

the necessities of their dependents. Even though the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has pointed out where 

good lies yet it is a shame how many Muslims do not place much value in 

this. They in most cases only strive to obtain the bare minimum of Islamic 

knowledge in order to fulfil their obligatory duties and fail to acquire and act 

on more such as the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. Instead they dedicate their efforts on worldly things 

believing true good is found there. Many Muslims fail to appreciate that the 

righteous predecessors had to journey for weeks on end just to learn a 



single verse or Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, whereas today one can study Islamic teachings 

without leaving their home. Yet, many fail to make use of this blessing 

given to the modern day Muslims. Out of His infinite mercy Allah, the 

Exalted, through his Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, has not only pointed out where true good lies but He has also 

placed this good at one's finger tips. Allah, the Exalted, has informed 

mankind of where an eternal buried treasure is located which can solve all 

the problems they may encounter in both worlds. But Muslims will only 

obtain this good once they struggle to acquire and act on it.  



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…join me 

with the righteous.” 

 

 

Every Muslim openly declares that they desire the companionship of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the other 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon him them, and the Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them, in the hereafter. They often quote the Hadith found 

in Sahih Bukhari, number 3688, which advises that a person will be with 

those they love in the hereafter. And because of this they openly declare 

their love for these righteous servants of Allah, the Exalted. But it is strange 

how they desire this outcome and claim love for the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, yet they barely know him 

as they are too busy to study his life, character and teachings. This is 

foolish as how can one truly love someone they do not even know?  

 

 

In addition, when these people are asked for proof of their love for the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, on Judgment Day 

what will they say? What will they present? The proof of this declaration is 

studying and acting on the life, character and teachings of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. A declaration without this 

evidence will not be accepted by Allah, the Exalted. This is quite obvious as 

no one understood Islam better than the Companions, may Allah be 

pleased with them, did and this was not their attitude. They declared love 

for the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and 

supported their claim through actions by following in his footsteps. This is 

why they will be with him in the hereafter.  

 

 



Those who believe love is in the heart and does not require it to be shown 

through actions is as foolish as the student who hands back a blank exam 

paper to their teacher claiming that knowledge is in their mind so they do 

not need to practically write it down on paper and then still expects to pass. 

 

 

The one who behaves in such a manner does not love the righteous 

servants of Allah, the Exalted, only their own desires and they have 

undoubtedly been fooled by the Devil. 

 

 

Finally, it is important to note that members of other religions also claim 

love for their Holy Prophets, peace be upon them. But as they failed to 

follow in their footsteps and act on their teachings they will certainly not be 

with them on Judgment Day. This is quite obvious if one ponders over this 

fact for a moment.  

 

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…join me 

with the righteous.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4031, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a person who 

imitates a people is counted as one of them. 

 

  

All Muslims irrespective of the strength of their faith desire to be counted 

and end up with the righteous in the next world. But this Hadith clearly 

warns that a Muslim will only be considered a righteous person and end up 

with them if they imitate the righteous. This imitation is a practical thing not 

only a declaration through words. This imitation is correctly done by fulfilling 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

But those who verbally declare their love for the righteous and fail to imitate 

them and instead imitate the characteristics found in hypocrites and the 

sinful will be considered and judged as one of them. This does not mean 

they will lose their faith but it means they will be judged as disobedient 

Muslims. How can a disobedient Muslim be counted as an obedient Muslim 

and end up with the righteous? This is only wishful thinking which has no 

value in Islam. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 20: 

 

 



“Not equal are the companions of the Fire and the companions of Paradise. 

The companions of Paradise - they are the attainers [of success].” 

 

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…join me 

with the righteous.” 

 

 

Righteousness cannot be achieved without gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge so that one can fulfill the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refrain from His prohibitions and face destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 28: 

 

 

“…Only those fear Allah, from among His servants, who have 

knowledge…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2451, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon, advised that a Muslim cannot 

become righteous until they avoid something which is not harmful to their 

religion out of caution that it will lead to something which is harmful. 

Therefore, an aspect of righteousness is to avoid things which are doubtful 

not just unlawful. This is because doubtful things takes a Muslim one step 

closer to the unlawful and the closer one is to the unlawful the easier it is to 

fall into it. It is why a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1205, 

advises that the one who avoids unlawful and doubtful things will protect 

their religion and honor. If one observes those who have become 

misguided in society, in most cases, this occurred gradually not in one 

sudden step. Meaning, the person first indulged in doubtful things before 

falling into the unlawful. This is the reason why Islam stresses the need to 

avoid unnecessary and vain things in one's life as they can lead them to 

the unlawful. For example, vain and useless speech which is not classified 



sinful by Islam often leads to evil speech, such as backbiting, lying and 

slander. If a person avoids the first step by not indulging in vain speech 

they will undoubtedly avoid evil speech. This process can be applied to all 

things which are vain, unnecessary and especially, doubtful.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And grant 

me a mention [i.e., reputation] of honor among later generations.” 

 

 

In reality, this supplication does not request Allah, the Exalted, to grant one 

a high social status. But it instead requests Allah, the Exalted, to provide 

one with the strength to act in a way which is pleasing to Him. This includes 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. Persisting in this attitude will 

cause one to become a beloved of Allah, the Exalted. When this occurs 

Allah, the Exalted, commands the Angel Jibrael, peace be upon him, to 

also love the person. He in turn commands the Angels in the Heavens to 

love this person and this love spreads across the Heavens and the Earth 

so that the person becomes praised amongst the people. This has been 

advised in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6040. The one who 

desires to obtain this great blessing must therefore practically strive in the 

sincere obedience of Allah, the Exalted, as true lasting honor and respect 

lies in this alone. Any worldly success or respect which is obtained by 

compromising on the teachings of Islam is only temporary and those who 

praise this type of person eventually become their critics. Those who 

disobey Allah, the Exalted, do not even gain the true respect of their own 

family whereas those who obey Allah, the Exalted, are respected by 

strangers. Simply put, lasting respect and honor only lies in the 

servanthood of Allah, the Exalted.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And grant 

me a mention [i.e., reputation] of honor among later generations.” 

 

 

First of all, it is important to understand worldly legacies come and go. How 

many rich and powerful people have built massive empires only for them to 

be torn apart and forgotten shortly after their death? The few signs left 

behind from some of these legacies only endure in order to warn people 

not to follow in their footsteps. An example is the great empire of Pharaoh. 

Islam not only teaches Muslims to send blessings ahead of them to the 

hereafter in the form of righteous deeds but it also teaches them to leave a 

lovely legacy behind from which people can benefit from. In fact, when a 

Muslim passes away and leaves behind anything which is useful, such as 

an ongoing charity in the form of a water well they will be rewarded for it. 

This is confirmed in Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 4223. So a 

Muslim should strive to perform righteous deeds and send forward as much 

good as possible but they should also try leaving a good legacy behind 

which will benefit them after they pass away.  

 

 

Unfortunately, many Muslims are so concerned about their wealth and 

properties that they only end up leaving them behind which does not 

benefit them in the least. Each Muslim should not be fooled into believing 

they have plenty of time for creating a legacy for themself as the moment of 

death is unknown and often pounces on people unexpectedly. Today is the 

day a Muslim should truly reflect on the legacy they will leave behind. If this 

legacy is good and beneficial they should praise Allah, the Exalted, for 

granting them the strength to do so. But if it is something which will not 

benefit them then they should prepare something which will so that they not 

only send forward good to the hereafter but also leave good behind. It is 

hoped that the one who is surrounded by good in this way will be forgiven 



by Allah, the Exalted. So each Muslim should ask themself what is their 

legacy? 

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And grant 

me a mention [i.e., reputation] of honor among later generations.” 

 

 

This is not a supplication for a high social status. In reality, every person 

who socializes with others will either be a positive or negative role model 

for them. In this regard this supplication is requesting Allah, the Exalted, to 

make one a positive role model for others.   

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2674, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the one who 

guides others to something good will receive the same reward as those 

who act on their advice. And those who guide others to sins will be held 

accountable as if they committed the sins.  

 

 

It is important for Muslims to be careful when advising and guiding others. 

A Muslim should only advise others in matters of good so that they gain 

reward from it and avoid advising others to disobey Allah, the Exalted. A 

person will not escape punishment on Judgment Day by simply claiming 

they are only inviting others towards sins even if they did not commit the 

sins themselves. Allah, the Exalted, will hold both the guide and the 

follower accountable for their actions. Muslims should therefore only advise 

others to do the things they would do themselves. If they dislike an action 

being recorded in their book of deeds they should not advise others to 

perform that action.  

 

 



Because of this Islamic principle Muslims should ensure they gain the 

adequate knowledge before advising others as they can easily multiply 

their own sins if they incorrectly advise others. 

 

  

In addition, this principle is an extremely easy way for Muslims to gain 

reward for actions they cannot perform themselves due to a lack of means, 

such as wealth. For example, a person who is not financially able to donate 

charity can encourage others to do so and this will result in them gaining 

the same reward as the one who gave charity.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And place 

me among the inheritors of the Garden of Pleasure.” 

 

 

A Muslim must remember that the blessings they have been granted by 

Allah, the Exalted, are not a gift but a loan. A gift indicates ownership 

whereas a loan means the blessing must be returned to its true Owner 

namely, Allah, the Exalted. The only way to return the blessings of this 

material world, which have been given as a loan to people, is by using 

them in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. As indicated in this verse, this 

is an aspect of fearing Him. This leads to true gratitude which in turn leads 

to an increase in blessings in both worlds. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“…If you are grateful, I will surely increase you [in favor]…” 

 

 

The worldly blessings which have been granted to people as a loan must 

return to its true Owner namely, Allah, the Exalted, willingly or forcefully. If it 

is returned willingly then they will be blessed with much reward but if it is 

returned forcefully, such as through their death, then these blessings will 

become a burden for them in the hereafter. 

 

 

On the other hand, a Muslim will inherit Paradise meaning, they will be 

given ownership of it as a gift. This is the reason why Muslims will be free 

to do whatever they please in Paradise as they will be granted its 

ownership. 



 

 

It is vital for Muslims to understand the difference between a gift/ownership 

and a loan so that they are encouraged to use the blessings in this material 

world in a correct way.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And place 

me among the inheritors of the Garden of Pleasure.” 

 

 

It is important to note, that one will only enter Paradise through the mercy 

of Allah, the Exalted. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 5673. This is because every righteous deed is only 

possible through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of knowledge, 

inspiration, strength and opportunity to do the deed. This understanding 

prevents one from adopting pride which is vital to avoid as only an atom’s 

worth of pride is needed to take a person to Hell. This has been warned in 

a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 267.  

 

 

In addition, a Muslim must understand that this mercy of Allah, the Exalted, 

in the form of righteous deeds is in reality a light which one must gather in 

this world if they desire to obtain a guiding light in the hereafter. If a Muslim 

lives in heedlessness and refrains from gathering this light in the world by 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience then how can they expect 

to receive this guiding light in the hereafter?  

 

 

All Muslims desire to inhabit Paradise with the greatest servants of Allah, 

the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. But it is important to understand that simply wishing for this 

without action will not make it come true otherwise the Companions, may 

Allah be pleased with them, would have done this. Simply put, the more 

one strives in learning and acting on the traditions of the Holy Prophet 



Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the closer they will be to 

him in the hereafter.  

 

 

The greatest blessing of Paradise is physically observing Allah, the 

Exalted, which is discussed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

7436. If a Muslim desires to obtain this unimaginable blessing they must 

practically strive to achieve the level of excellence mentioned in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 99. This is when one performs actions, 

such as the prayer, as if they can observe Allah, the Exalted, overlooking 

them. This attitude ensures one's persistent and sincere obedience to 

Allah, the Exalted. It is hoped that the one who strives for this level of faith 

will receive the blessing of physically observing Allah, the Exalted, in the 

hereafter. 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And place 

me among the inheritors of the Garden of Pleasure.” 

 

 

During the Heavenly Journey a white beast called Al Buraq was brought to 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, to ride 

on. After visiting Masjid Al Aqsa the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, and the Angel Jibrael, peace be upon him, then set 

off towards the Heavens. When they reached the seventh Heaven the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, observed the Holy 

Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, reclining against the House of Allah, 

the Exalted, in the Heavens, the Bait Al Ma’mur. This has been discussed 

in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 411. 

 

 

It is important to note that the Holy Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, 

built the House of Allah, the Exalted, in Mecca, the Kaaba, with his son the 

Holy Prophet Ismaeel, peace be upon him. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 

127: 

 

 

“And [mention] when Abraham was raising the foundations of the House…” 

 

 

Like many other examples found within the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, this 

incident indicates a basic teaching of Islam namely, what one gives is what 



they shall receive. Another example is found in chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 

152: 

 

 

“So remember Me; I will remember you…” 

 

 

A Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1924, advises that the one who 

shows mercy to the creation will be shown mercy by the Creator. Generally 

speaking, in this material world a person receives things according to their 

efforts. Yet, strangely some expect to obtain the high ranks of Paradise 

without any effort. These teachings clearly show that a Muslim will receive 

blessings and mercy based on their efforts. The more obedient they are to 

Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience according to the traditions 

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the 

more they will receive in return. There is no doubt that Allah, the Exalted, 

can give whatever He wants to whomever He wants irrespective of how 

much they strive in His obedience. But Allah, the Exalted, has set up a 

system which must be followed namely, striving in His obedience in order 

to obtain more blessings and mercy. Therefore, each Muslim must reflect 

and decide how much mercy and blessings of Allah, the Exalted, they 

desire and then strive in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, accordingly.  

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And 

forgive my father. Indeed, he has been of those astray.” 

 

 

This is an aspect of upholding ties with one’s relatives. 

 

 

Upholding the ties of kinship is a vital aspect of Islam which cannot be 

abandoned if one desires success in both worlds. A true sign of one’s faith 

is not spending all day worshipping Allah, the Exalted, in a Mosque but it is 

to fulfill the rights of Allah, the Exalted, and to fulfill the rights of the 

creation. One of the most important rights of the creation is to uphold the 

ties of kinship. One can feign piety by dressing Islamically but they cannot 

deceive Allah, the Exalted. When one turns the pages of history they will 

always observe that the pious servants of Allah, the Exalted, maintained 

their ties of kinship. Even when their relative’s mistreated them they still 

responded with kindness. Chapter 41 Fussilat, verse 34: 

 

 

“And not equal are the good deed and the bad. Repel [evil] by that [deed] 

which is better; and thereupon, the one whom between you and him is 

enmity [will become] as though he was a devoted friend.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6525, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Allah, the 

Exalted, will always aid the one who strives to maintain their ties of kinship 

even if their relatives make things difficult for them. 



 

 

Replying good with good is not special whereas, replying good to evil is the 

sign of a sincere believer. The former behavior is even seen in animals. In 

most cases, when one treats an animal kindly it will in turn show affection 

back. It is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 5991, that 

the one who truly upholds the bonds of kinship is the one who maintains 

ties even when their relatives sever them. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, was constantly terrorized by most of his 

relatives but he always showed kindness towards them. 

 

 

It is commonly known that one cannot achieve success without the 

closeness of Allah, the Exalted. But in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 5987, Allah, the Exalted, has clearly declared that He will sever 

bonds with the one who cuts their ties of kinship over worldly reasons. Bear 

in mind, this is true irrespective of how much one struggles to fulfill the 

rights of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of worship such as, the obligatory 

prayers. If Allah, the Exalted, cuts ties with a Muslim how can they achieve 

His closeness and eternal success?  

 

 

In addition, in most cases Allah, the Exalted, delays the punishment of sins 

in order to give people the opportunity to repent. But breaking the ties of 

kinship over worldly reasons is punished swiftly. This has been confirmed 

in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4212. 

 

 



Unfortunately, severing ties is commonly seen in the world today. People 

easily sever ties of kinship over petty worldly reasons. They fail to 

recognize that any loss which occurs in the material world is temporary but 

if they are disconnected from Allah, the Exalted, they will face prolonged 

suffering in both worlds. 

 

  

A reason for breaking the ties of kinship which is commonly seen within the 

Islamic community is when one reaches a higher social status through their 

occupation. This inspires them to discard their relatives as they believe 

they are not worthy of interacting with them anymore. Their love for their 

wealth and social status pushes them to the doors of paranoia which 

convinces them that their relatives only wish to take their wealth from them. 

 

 

The Holy Quran indicates that these bonds will be questioned about on the 

Day of Judgment. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 1: 

 

 

“…And fear Allah, through whom you ask one another, and the wombs. 

Indeed Allah is ever over you, an Observer.” 

 

 

This verse also clearly indicates that one cannot obtain piety without 

upholding the ties of kinship. So those who believe they can achieve it 

through excess worship and fasting are proven wrong and must therefore 

change their behaviour.  

 



 

Islam teaches Muslims to uphold all ties of kinship by aiding their relatives 

in matters which are good whenever and wherever possible. They have 

been ordered to adopt a constructive mindset which unites relatives for the 

benefit of society rather than a destructive mentality which only causes 

divisions within families. According to a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, 

number 4919, creating divisions amongst people leads to one's destruction.  

 

 

Those who sever their ties of kinship have been cursed in the Holy Quran. 

Chapter 47 Muhammad, verses 22-23: 

 

 

“So would you perhaps, if you turned away, cause corruption on earth and 

sever your [ties of] relationship? Those [who do so] are the ones that Allah 

has cursed…” 

 

 

How can one achieve their lawful desires in this world or in the next when 

they are encompassed with the curse of Allah, the Exalted, and deprived of 

His mercy? 

 

  

Islam does not order one to go beyond their means in supporting their 

relatives nor does it ask them to sacrifice the limits of Allah, the Exalted, for 

their relatives as there is no obedience to the creation if it means 

disobedience to the Creator. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan 

Abu Dawud, number 2625. Therefore, one should never join their relatives 



in acts of evil. In this case, a Muslim should command their relatives to do 

good and gently forbid them from evil while maintaining respect for them. 

Chapter 5 Al Ma’idah, verse 2: 

 

 

“And cooperate in righteousness and piety, but do not cooperate in sin and 

aggression…” 

 

 

Countless benefits are obtained by the one who maintains the ties of 

kinship for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. For example, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the one who 

maintains ties will be blessed with extra grace in their provision and in their 

life. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1693. This means that their provision irrespective of how little it is will be 

enough for them and it will provide them with peace of mind and body. 

Grace in life means they will find time to fulfill all their religious and worldly 

duties. These are two blessings Muslims spend their whole life and wealth 

trying to obtain but many fail to recognize that Allah, the Exalted, has 

placed both of them in maintaining ties of kinship. 

 

 

Maintaining ties of kinship is so important that the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, ordered Muslims to fulfill 

this vital duty even with their non-Muslim relatives. A Hadith advising this is 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 2324. 

 

 



One of the traps of the Devil is that he aims to create dissension between 

relatives and within society which leads to broken families and social 

divisions. His ultimate goal is to weaken Islam as a nation. Unfortunately, 

some have become infamous for harboring grudges which go on for 

decades and pass on from generation to generation. A person will treat a 

relative well for decades but over one mistake and argument the latter will 

vow never to speak to them again. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, has warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, 

number 6526, that it is unlawful for a Muslim to cut off ties from another 

Muslim over a worldly issue for more than three days. If this is the 

command regarding severing ties with a non-relative can one imagine the 

seriousness of severing ties with relatives? This question has been 

answered in Sahih Bukhari, number 5984. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, has declared that the one who severs 

ties with a relative over worldly reasons will not enter Paradise. 

 

 

One must reflect on the verses and Hadiths which discuss this important 

topic and realize that if after decades of sins Allah, the Exalted, does not 

close His doors or servers links with people why do people so easily turn 

their backs on their relatives over small worldly issues? This must change if 

one desires for their connection to Allah, the Exalted, to remain intact. 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And 

forgive my father. Indeed, he has been of those astray.” 

 

 

This indicates the sincerity he possessed for others. In a Hadith found in 

Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is sincerity towards the general 

public. This includes desiring the best for them at all times and showing this 

through one’s words and actions. It includes advising others to do good, 

forbidding them from evil, to be merciful and kind to others at all times. This 

can be summed up by a single Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 170. 

It warns that one cannot be a true believer until they love for others what 

they desire for themself.  

 

 

Being sincere to people is so important that according to the Hadith found 

in Sahih Bukhari, number 57, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, placed this duty next to establishing the obligatory 

prayer and donating the obligatory charity. From this Hadith alone one can 

understand its importance as it has been placed with two vital obligatory 

duties. 

 

 

It is a part of sincerity towards people that one is pleased when they are 

happy and sad whenever they are grieved as long as their attitude does not 

contradict the teachings of Islam. A high level of sincerity includes one 

going to extreme limits to make the lives of others better, even if this puts 

themself in difficulty. For example, one may sacrifice purchasing certain 

things in order to donate the wealth to the needy. Desiring and striving to 



always unite people on good is a part of sincerity towards others. Whereas, 

dividing others is a characteristic of the Devil. Chapter 17 Al Isra, verse 53: 

 

 

“…Satan certainly seeks to sow discord among them…” 

 

 

One way of uniting people is to veil the faults of others and advise them 

privately against sins. The one who acts in this way will have their sins 

veiled by Allah, the Exalted. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 1426. Whenever possible one should advise and teach 

the aspects of religion and the important aspects of the world to others so 

that both their worldly and religious lives improve. A proof of one’s sincerity 

to others is that they support them in their absence for example, from the 

slander of others. Turning away from others and only worrying about 

oneself is not the attitude of a Muslim. In fact, this is how most animals 

behave. Even if one cannot change the whole society they can still be 

sincere in helping those in their life, such as their relatives and friends. 

Simply put, one must treat others how they desire people to treat them. 

Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 77: 

 

 

“…And do good as Allah has done good to you…” 

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected.” 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. 

 

 

The trumpet blast will lead to the death of the creation. This has been 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7381. The 

important thing to learn is that this is a call which no one can or will 

reject responding to. It will lead to the resurrection and final judgment. 

Therefore, Muslims should respond to the call of Allah, the Exalted, 

through the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, through sincere obedience by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the 

Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 8 An Anfal, verse 24: 

 

  

“O you who have believed, respond to Allah and to the Messenger when 

he calls you to that which gives you life…” 

 

 

Whoever responds to this call in this world will find the final call easy to 

endure and respond to. Whereas, the one who lives heedless to the call 

of Allah, the Exalted, in this world will not find peace in it and they will be 

forced to answer the call of the trumpet which will be a great burden for 

them to endure and respond to. A person can only ignore the call of 

Allah, the Exalted, for so long as the final call will occur, sooner or later, 

and no one will be able to avoid or ignore it. If this is inevitable it makes 



sense that one respond to it now, today, instead of living in 

heedlessness. If one hears the trumpet blast while heedless no action or 

regret will benefit them and what comes after for this person will be even 

more terrifying.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected.” 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 7232, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people will 

be resurrected on Judgment Day in the same state they died on Earth. 

 

  

This means that if a person dies on good they will be resurrected on 

good. But if they die on evil they will be raised in an evil way.  

 

 

A Muslim should not live in heedlessness by believing just because they 

have faith in Islam it guarantees they will die and therefore be raised in a 

good state on Judgment Day. If they persist on the disobedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, and then die in this state without sincerely repenting 

then they will be raised in an evil way. It does not take a scholar to 

determine what will happen to this person on Judgment Day.  

 

 

From this Hadith one can understand that the way they will die will be in 

the same state they have lived. Meaning, if they lived in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, by sincerely fulfilling His commands, refraining from 

His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience according to the 



traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, then they will die in a good state and therefore be raised in a good 

state which includes being raised with the righteous as they practically 

followed in their footsteps. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 3688. 

 

 

A Muslim should therefore not walk the path to Hell by disobeying Allah, 

the Exalted, and believe that they will somehow be raised with the pious 

and end up in Paradise.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected.” 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. 

 

 

The Sun will be brought within two miles of the creation on the Day of 

Judgment. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, 

number 2864. 

 

 

This will cause people to sweat according to the deeds they performed 

during their lives on Earth. Some people's sweat will reach up to their 

ankles, some their knees and for others it will reach their mouths.  

 

 

One only needs to ponder over the times they were subjected to intense 

summer weather and how the heat affected their attitude and behaviour. 

Through this one can imagine how difficult the situation on Judgment 

Day will be when the Sun is brought so close to them. This shows that 

those who strive hard and exert sincere efforts in the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions 

and by facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, will find 

relaxation on Judgment Day. But those who were lazy and relaxed 

during their lives on Earth will be subjected to great stress on Judgment 

Day. Simply put, the one who strives here will relax there but the one 

who relaxes here will strive there in difficulty.  



 

 

The same way people strive hard in this material world so that they 

obtain a comfortable life and even a comfortable retirement, even though 

reaching this retirement age is not guaranteed, Muslims should strive 

even harder in this world by obeying Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of 

their life so that they can obtain peace and comfort on a day that is 

guaranteed to occur. It is a sign of great ignorance to strive for a day one 

may never reach namely, the day of retirement, and not strive for a day 

they are guaranteed to reach and experience namely, Judgment Day.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected.” 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. 

 

 

Muslims will reach and drink from the celestial pool granted to the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, by Allah, the 

Exalted, on Judgment Day. There are many Hadiths which discuss the 

celestial pool such as the one found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6579. It 

advises that it takes a month to cross its entire length, its smell is nicer 

than perfume, its water is whiter than milk and the one who drinks from it 

once will never feel thirsty again. The last point is extremely important as 

on Judgment Day people will experience an extreme and unimaginable 

thirst. For example, the Sun will be brought within two miles of the 

creation which will cause people to sweat excessively. This is confirmed 

in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2421.  

 

 

There is no doubt that every Muslim desires to drink from this pool 

irrespective of the strength of their faith. But it is important to note, that a 

Muslim should strive to make themselves worthy of drinking from it 

instead of simply hoping to achieve this. This is achieved by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  

 

 



In addition, Muslims must avoid disobedience to Allah, the Exalted, 

especially those things which prevent one from reaching the celestial 

pool. For example, a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 5996, warns 

that some Muslims who innovated evil things in Islam will be detained 

and prevented from reaching the celestial pool. Another Hadith found in 

Sunan An Nasai, number 4212, warns that those who support and 

believe the lies and wrong actions of the unjust rulers will not reach the 

celestial pool. So it is important for Muslims who desire to reach and 

drink from the celestial pool to avoid disobedience to Allah, the Exalted, 

and strive in His sincere obedience.  

 

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected.” 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. 

 

 

People will be commanded to cross the Bridge which will be placed over 

Hell on the Day of Judgment. This has been discussed extensively in 

Islamic teachings, such as the Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

6573. It warns that extremely large hooks will be on the Bridge which will 

affect people according to their deeds. Some will be flung into Hell by 

them, some will be subjected to great torture before they cross the 

Bridge, others will only face minimal injury from them and finally the 

righteous will not be harmed by them. Another Hadith found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 455, warns that the Bridge is narrower than a strand of 

hair and sharper than a sword.  

 

 

The important thing to learn from this is that each person will cross the 

Bridge according to their deeds. So it is important for Muslims not to 

neglect any duties if they desire to cross the Bridge safely. They must 

fulfil the commands of Allah, the Exalted, and refrain from His 

prohibitions. These include duties in respect to Allah, the Exalted, and 

people. One should not neglect this and simply hope they will magically 

cross the Bridge unaffected.  

 

 

In addition, the ease at which a person will cross this Bridge will be a 

mirror of how much they remained steadfast on the straight path of Islam 



in this world. This straight path is the path of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, 

verse 31: 

 

 

“Say, [O Muhammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] 

Allah will love you and forgive you your sins…” 

 

 

Anyone who abandons this path will not successfully cross this Bridge. 

Simply put, the more one remains steadfast on the straight path in this 

world the easier they will cross the Bridge over Hell on Judgment Day. 

The straight path has been made clear in this world so Muslims are left 

with no excuses from following it thereby ensuring they safely cross the 

Bridge on Judgment Day.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 52, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that if one’s 

spiritual heart is sound the whole body will become sound but if their 

spiritual heart is corrupt then the whole body will become corrupt.  

 

 

First of all, this Hadith refutes the foolish belief where one claims to have 

a purified heart even though their speech and actions are bad. This is 

because what is inside will eventually manifest outwardly. 

 

 

The purification of the spiritual heart is only possible when one 

eliminates evil characteristics from themself and replaces them with 

good characteristics discussed in Islamic teachings. This is only possible 

when one learns and acts on Islamic teachings so that they can 

sincerely fulfill the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrain from His 

prohibitions and face destiny with patience according to the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

Behaving in this manner will lead to a purified spiritual heart. This 

purification will then reflect in the outward limbs of the body, such as 

one's tongue and eyes. Meaning, they will only use their organs in ways 

pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. This is in fact a sign showing the love 

Allah, the Exalted, has for His righteous servant according to a Hadith 

found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6502. 

 



 

It is important to note, that this purification will guide one through all 

worldly difficulties successfully so that they achieve both worldly and 

religious success.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 528, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the five 

obligatory prayers erase one's sins just like taking a bath five times a 

day would clean the body of dirt. 

 

 

The first thing to note is that this Hadith refers to minor sins only as 

major sins require sincere repentance.  

 

 

In addition, it is important for Muslims to not only purify their outer beings 

of minor sins by establishing the five obligatory prayers but also fulfill the 

other aspect of purification namely, inner purification. This is indicated by 

the fact that the five obligatory prayers were spread across the day 

instead of being put together. Meaning, a Muslim should repeatedly 

inwardly turn to Allah, the Exalted, throughout the day just like their body 

turns to Allah, the Exalted, five times a day through the obligatory 

prayers. This inner purification involves correcting one's intention so that 

they are only perform actions in order to please Allah, the Exalted. This 

is the foundation of Islam and is what Allah, the Exalted, assesses when 

judging an action. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 1. Those who act for the sake of other people will be 

told to gain their reward from them on Judgment Day which will not be 

possible. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, 

number 3154.  

 



 

Finally, this inner purification includes learning and acting on the 

teachings of Islam so that one removes the bad characteristics they 

possess, such as envy and instead adopt good characteristics, such as 

patience. The outer purification is important but if a Muslim desires to 

achieve success and overcome all difficulties in both worlds they must 

purify their inner being as well as their outer being. 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

It is important for Muslims to strive to soften their heart as it leads to its 

purification. As advised by the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 4094, 

when the spiritual heart is purified all the limbs of the body become 

purified also. This purification will encourage one to perform righteous 

deeds and abandon sins for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

There are many ways to soften the spiritual heart, such as spending time 

remembering Allah, the Exalted, via the tongue and heart. It is important 

to involve one's heart by concentrating on what is being recited so that it 

can become softened. But even if one fails to constantly involve the 

heart they should never give up. As remembering Allah, the Exalted, 

only via the tongue is much better than not remembering Him at all. The 

most superior form of remembering Allah, the Exalted, is reciting the 

Holy Quran. In order for one to involve their heart in the recitation they 

should strive to understand what they are reciting by either learning 

Arabic or by studying the Holy Quran in a language they understand. 

Chapter 39 Az Zumar, verse 23: 

 

 

“Allah has sent down the best statement: a consistent Book wherein is 

reiteration. The skins shiver therefrom of those who fear their Lord; then 

their skins and their hearts relax at the remembrance [i.e., mention] of 

Allah…” 

 



 

The next action which can lead to a soft spiritual heart is being kind to 

the poor, such as poor orphans and widows. Aiding the poor reminds 

one of the countless blessings Allah, the Exalted, has bestowed on 

them. The fact that Allah, the Exalted, has made a person self-sufficient 

and the helper of others can soften the heart as long as the Muslim has 

a good intention. 

 

 

Pondering about death often can cause the spiritual heart to become 

soft. This is why the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, advised in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4258, 

that Muslims should often remember the destroyer of pleasures 

meaning, death. This will cause one to take things seriously as they 

know they must prepare for death and the hereafter. This preparation 

will lead to a soft spiritual heart.  

 

 

Muslims can also soften their spiritual heart by visiting graves regularly. 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

advised in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 1569, that 

Muslims should visit graves as it will remind them of the hereafter. But it 

is important to note, that this deed will only cause one's spiritual heart to 

become soft if they ponder over their death, grave and hereafter. Merely 

visiting graves will make a person's mood more serious but it will not 

soften their spiritual heart until this self-reflection is done.  

 

 

Muslims can also contemplate on the past nations who were destroyed 

by Allah, the Exalted, because of their persistent disobedience. As 

discussed extensively throughout the Holy Quran and Hadith of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the past nations 



were more powerful, lived longer and obtained more worldly blessings 

than the people of the modern world yet, as they disobeyed Allah, the 

Exalted, none of these things benefited them. Their massive and 

unparalleled empires faded away leaving only a few signs behind in 

order to warn those who came after them. When a Muslim truly reflects 

on these things their spiritual heart will soften which will encourage them 

to prepare for the hereafter before their time runs out. 

 

 

Muslims must strive to soften their hearts through the advice given. Only 

then will they be able to focus on the hereafter and adequately prepare 

for it. The person whose spiritual heart is cured of hardness becomes 

one whose heart is soft, pure and strong. This means that its purity 

recognises the difference between truth and falsehood. Its softness 

encourages the person to act on the truth. Its strength allows one to 

reject falsehood through struggle and effort. When all these combine 

within a person through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, they will obtain 

success in this world and the next. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, verses 88-

89: 

 

 

“The Day when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But 

only one who comes to Allah with a sound heart." 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6444, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that the rich in 

this world will be poor in the hereafter unless they spend their wealth 

correctly but these people are a few in number. 

 

  

This means that the majority of wealthy people incorrectly spend their 

wealth meaning, on things which are either vain and therefore provide 

them with no benefit in the hereafter, or they spend on sinful things 

which will become a burden for them in both worlds or they spend on 

lawful things in a way disliked by Islam such as being wasteful or 

extravagant. Because of these reasons the rich will become poor on 

Judgment Day as they will be held accountable and even punished over 

them.  

 

 

In addition, those who fail to spend their wealth correctly will find that 

their wealth abandons them at their grave and so they will reach the 

hereafter empty handed meaning, as a pauper. This has been warned in 

a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2379. The deceased will 

leave the wealth behind for others to enjoy while they are held 

accountable for it.  

 

 



Finally, as the wealthy are distracted by gaining, hoarding, safeguarding 

and increasing their wealth it distracts them from performing righteous 

deeds which is the thing that will make someone rich on Judgment Day. 

In reality, losing out on this will make them poor. 

 

 

It is important to note, spending wealth correctly is not only donating 

charity but includes one’s spending on their necessities and the 

necessities of their dependents without being wasteful or extravagant.  

 

 

The truly rich person is the one who uses their wealth correctly as 

prescribed by Islam. This person will be rich in this world and in the next. 

And this attitude is not dependent of having much wealth. Any amount of 

wealth used correctly will cause one to become rich even if they possess 

little wealth. In reality, this person takes their wealth with them to the 

hereafter and this attitude provides them free time which allows them to 

perform righteous deeds which only increases their richness in the 

hereafter.  

 

 
 
 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

A sound heart possesses certainty of faith. 

 

 

All Muslims have faith in Islam but the strength of their faith varies from 

person to person. For example, the one who follows the teachings of 

Islam because their family told them to is not the same as the one who 

believes in it through evidence. A person who has heard about 

something will not believe in it in the same way as the one who has 

witnessed the thing with their own eyes.  

 

 

As confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224, 

gaining useful knowledge is a duty on all Muslims. One of the reasons 

for this is that it is the best way a Muslim can strengthen their faith in 

Islam. This is important to pursue as the stronger one’s certainty of faith 

the greater the chance they will remain steadfast on the correct path, 

especially when facing difficulties. In addition, having certainty of faith 

has been described as one of the best things one can possess in a 

Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 3849.  This knowledge should 

be obtained by studying the Holy Quran and the Hadith of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, through a 

reliable source.  

 

 



Allah, the Exalted, did not only declare a truth in the Holy Quran but He 

also provided evidence for it through examples. Not only examples 

which are to be found in the past nations but examples which have been 

placed in one's very own life. For example, in the Holy Quran Allah, the 

Exalted, advises that sometimes a person loves a thing even though it 

will cause them trouble if they obtained it. Similarly, they might hate a 

thing while there is much hidden good in it for them. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

There are many examples of this truth in history such as the Pact of 

Hudaiba. Some Muslims believed this pact, which was made with the 

non-Muslims of Mecca, would completely favour the latter group. Yet, 

history clearly shows that it favoured Islam and the Muslims. This event 

is discussed in the Hadiths found in Sahih Bukhari, numbers 2731 and 

2732. 

 

 

If one reflects on their own life they will find many examples when they 

believed something was good when it was actually bad for them and 

vice versa. These examples prove the authenticity of this verse and help 

one's faith strengthen. 

 

 

Another example is found in chapter 79 An Naziat, verse 46: 

 



 

“It will be, on the Day they see it (Judgement Day) as though they had 

not remained [in the world] except for an afternoon or a morning 

thereof.” 

 

 

If one turns the pages of history they will clearly observe how great 

empires came and went. But when they left they passed away in such a 

way as if they were only on Earth for a moment. All but a few of their 

signs have faded away as if they were never present on Earth in the first 

place. Similarly, when one reflects on their own life they will realise that 

no matter how old they are and no matter how slow certain days might 

have felt overall their life so far has passed in a flash. Understanding the 

truthfulness of this verse strengthens one's certainty of faith and this 

inspires them to prepare for the hereafter before their time runs out. 

 

 

The Holy Quran and the Hadith of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, are full of such examples. Therefore, one 

should strive to learn and act on these divine teachings so that they 

adopt certainty of faith. The one who achieves this will not be shaken by 

any difficulty they face and will remain steadfast on the path which leads 

to the gates of Paradise. Chapter 41 Fussilat, verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until 

it becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. This involves using the blessings one has been 

granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. This is the outcome of a 

sound heart. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is 

used. It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything 

which was created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly 

according to the teachings of Islam. When something is not used 

correctly it in reality becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in 

both worlds when it is used correctly such as being spent on the 

necessities of a person and their dependents. But it can become useless 

and even a curse for its bearer if it is not used correctly, such as being 

hoarded or spent on sinful things. Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth 

to lose value. How can paper and metal coins one tucks away be 

useful? In this respect, there is no difference between a blank piece of 

paper and a note of money. It is only useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly 

according to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if 



they use them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden 

and curse for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  

 



“[And Prophet Ibrahim, peace be upon him, said] My Lord…And do 

not disgrace me on the Day they are [all] resurrected. The Day 

when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allāh with a sound heart." 

 

 

If one wants to avoid disgrace on the Day of Judgement they must 

practically prepare for it. This involves using the blessings one has been 

granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the 

correct attitude when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

This is the outcome of a sound heart. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which 

should aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. 

For example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling 

their necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end 

or an ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter 

but it also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a 

Muslim treats each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to 

please Allah, the Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it 

will not have such a detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, 

which is an acceptable emotion, but they will not become grieved which 

leads to impatience and other mental problems, such as depression. 

This is because they firmly believe the worldly blessing they possessed 

was only a means so losing it does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal 

namely, Paradise, the loss of which is disastrous. Therefore, still 



possessing and concentrating on the ultimate goal will prevent them 

from becoming grieved.  

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only 

a means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief 

will lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a 

means to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how 

one can possess things without being possessed by them. This is how 

they can keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  
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